We present an approach and a web-based system implementation for modeling shapes using real distance functions. The system consists of an applet supporting the HyperFun modeling language. The applet is extended with primitives defined by Euclidean distance from a point to the surface of the shape. Set-theoretic operations (union, intersection, difference) that provide an approximation of the Euclidean distance to a shape built in a constructive way are introduced. Such operations have a controllable bounded error of the exact Euclidean distance to the shape and preserve C 1 continuity of the overall function, which is an important condition for further operations and applications. The proposed system should help model various shapes, store them in a concise form, and exchange them easily between different entities on a network. The applet offers also the possibility to export the models defined in the HyperFun language to other formats for raytracing or rapid prototyping. 
Introduction
The development of networks of computing devices facilitates collaborative works and the exchange of information. In various area ranging from physics, computer graphics, to shape modeling, great attention is paid to defining and processing geometric shape data. An uniform and open format for shapes description is needed for their communication between different entities over a network.
Most of the formats used for the description of shapes rely on polygon meshes, which have two main drawbacks: a lack of expressive power for modeling and the size of the files, typically very large, which is not suitable for exchange and collaborative works through networks.
A possible way to define shapes in a concise way is using signed distance functions. The signed distance function can define a closed surface as a zero value point set, taking positive values inside and negative values outside the surface. Implicit surfaces, see [1] and references therein, and the function representation (FRep) [2] include distance functions, but often mix between algebraic and Euclidean distances.
The Euclidean distance from a given point set is defined as the minimum of distances between this point and any point of the set. The term Euclidean refers to the use of the Euclidean metric ( x 1 , . . . ,
i in a N dimensional space) of the space to define the distance. A comparison between Euclidean and algebraic distances to quadric surfaces [3] suggests that the Euclidean one is preferable. In the rest of the paper we use the 1 term "distance" to refer to the Euclidean distance.
Distance based models are in fact extremely useful in many applications such as: constant-radius offsetting and blending operations [4] , surface metamorphosis and smoothing [5] , object reconstruction from a set of crosssections [6] , rendering with sphere tracing [7] , generation of skeletal shape representation [8] , heterogeneous object modeling [9] , and others.
We propose both the theoretical framework and a system implementation for modeling constructive objects defined by signed distance to the surface of the shape. The implemented modeling system is an extension of the HyperFun Java applet for shape modeling through the web [10] . The applet supports the HyperFun language intended for FRep modeling [11] , and its core is made by an interpreter for the HyperFun language. The system allows for building complex shapes by using a constructive approach: starting from simple primitives and applying set-theoretic and other operations to them. We introduce new formulations for the set-theoretic operations (union, intersection and differences) that maintain an approximation of the distance to the surface with a controlled error and do not have a C 1 discontinuity, that can cause unexpected results in further modeling operations. Primitives of the system are implemented as part of the library, and the set-theoretic operations as part of the core interpreter.
Previous works

Web-based shape modeling
Several approaches have been considered for shape modeling on the web. For example, Computer Aided Design (CAD) model browsers and converters such as [12] , [13] , or virtual world authoring tools in Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML). Within the VRML framework, some researchers introduced nodes for defining shapes by skeletal implicit surfaces [14] , for visualization of scientific data [15] , or visualization of trimmed NURBS [16] . Min et al. [17] introduced a node for FRep shape modeling in VRML, allowing to mix FRep shape models with other valid VRML nodes. However, none of these tools are pure shape modelers. None of them propose an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) for editing functionally defined shapes. The work [17] is probably the closest to our approach, but differs in two points: it is oriented to visualization of implicit surfaces embedded in complex VRML scenes rather than to providing a framework for shape modeling; and it is based on algebraic distance functions rather than Euclidean distances.
Distance function construction
Deriving analytical expressions for a distance function for a given shape may be a tedious work, or even sometimes impossible. Applying constructive modeling [18] is one of the practical solutions to derive a distance function. Constructive modeling is based on applying successively set-theoretic or other operations to predefined shapes (primitives). Let two solids (point sets in Euclidean space) be denoted by f 1 ≥ 0 and f 2 ≥ 0, then the union of these two objects is defined by f ∪ = max(f 1 , f 2 ) and the intersection by f ∩ = min(f 1 , f 2 ) [19] , [18] . Now, if f 1 (x, y, z) and f 2 (x, y, z) correspond to the distances from (x, y, z) to the surfaces defined by f 1 = 0 and f 2 = 0, f ∪ and f ∩ correspond to distance functions for the entire complex object. However, min / max operations result in C 1 discontinuity at any point where
It can cause unexpected results in further operations on the object such as blending, metamorphosis, and others.
There are works trying to replace min / max to overcome this C 1 discontinuity: Rvachev proposed the R-functions [20] , [21] , that provide exact set-theoretic operations, but do not conserve the distance value. R-functions also suffer from exponential value growth when for example applying them to define union of a number of overlapping solids. A normalization [22] , [23] can be applied but is computationally expensive and approximates the distance function only close to the surface. The superelliptic approximations of min / max [18] do not describe exact set-theoretic operations and suit only for blending. The elliptic approximation of min / max by Barthe et al [24] is designed initially for blending and the error of the distance function grows infinitely far from the boundary.
We extend the latter approach by using a circular min / max approximation (to remove the C 1 discontinuity) and introduce a bounding band to this approximation in order to limit the error growth and to guarantee a fixed upper error. These set-theoretic operations form the basis of our web based modeling system with the primitives defined by signed real distance functions. Blending operations are derived from the set-theoretic ones, and offsetting and other isometric operations (sometimes also referred as rigid body motions or Euclidean motions) complete them.
Distance based primitives and operations
The core of the proposed modeling system is an interpreter for the HyperFun language and a library of available shapes (primitives) and operations (settheoretic, blending, etc.) [11] .
Distance based primitives are implemented in the library and replace the existing algebraic primitives. Then, the core interpreter is modified with the new set theoretic operations allowing a controlled approximation of the distance. Finally, other modeling operations are added to the library: some of them are unchanged compared to the original system, while others are derived from the new set-theoretic operations. This section deals only with mathematical and theoretical details. The details of implementation of the applet are given in section 4.
Distance based primitives
As mentioned earlier, we are interested only in primitives for which an expression or an evaluation procedure for the Euclidean distance from the current point to the surface is available. Actually, it is possible to have analytical expressions for all the quadrics. It should be noticed that quadrics are the main primitives of most of the constructive solid geometry (CSG) solid modeling kernels, and are enough to model most of the objects at least in mechanical engineering.
Primitives can be classified into two groups:
• primitives with analytical expressions for the distance: cylinder, sphere, torus, cone, block. Expressions for these primitives can be found in [7] .
• primitives with procedural distance evaluation: ellipsoid [25] , general quadrics.
The last primitive, general quadric, is a generalization of all the types of quadrics. Nevertheless, it is more efficient to use the analytical expressions if available, rather than the expression for the general quadric. The distance to a general quadric, given as Q(X) = X T AX + B T X + c, can only be computed by a numerical procedure which is slower and less accurate than evaluating a closed form. This numerical computation requires solving a polynomial of degree 6.
Smooth function approximation for set-theoretic operations
In constructive solid geometry, a complex shape can be built by applying successively operations on primitives. When working with primitives defined by distance functions, we wish that the result of applying an operation on one or more distance functions, remains a distance function (closure property). The use of min and max was introduced in [19] and [18] , min and max correspond exactly to the intersection and union of two solids defined by implicit surfaces. They also conserve the distance property for the overall solid. It means that if f 1 and f 2 give the distance to the surface f i = 0, where i = 1, 2, f ∪ = max(f 1 , f 2 ) and f ∩ = min(f 1 , f 2 ) yield exact distance to the union and intersection of solids defined by f 1 and f 2 . Unfortunately, min and max have bad differential properties, and as a result f ∪ and f ∩ have C 1 discontinuity for all points such that f 1 = f 2 , see the sharp corners Fig. 1 , left. This bad behavior can cause unexpected results when later operations are applied. The idea developed here is inspired by the work of Barthe et al [24] and consists in replacing the sharp corners in the graphs of min and max (see Fig. 1 , left, for the case of the union of two half-planes f 1 (x, y) = x ≥ 0 and f 2 (x, y) = y ≥ 0), by bounded circular approximations (see Fig. 1 , right and Fig. 2) . Fig. 2 indicates the main points of the approach for the case of union. The figure corresponds to the contour map of the smoothed union of two half-planes, defined by f 1 (x, y) = x ≥ 0 and f 2 (x, y) = y ≥ 0. At first, a circular arc approximation with growing radius is used to replace any sharp corner (zone I, B). Two straight lines, symmetric with respect to the line y = x, are used to delimit the frontier for the circular arc approximation. Notice that because of the growing radius of the approximation, the point at the origin of the (x, y) plane has still a sharp corner. It is needed to keep this sharp corner for modeling exact sharp edges of shapes. The use of circular arc approximation can provide C 1 continuity of the resulting distance function for constructive shapes built using normal primitives (i.e., primitives defined by distance functions). Unfortunately this approach has the following problem: the radius of the circular arc, used to replace the sharp corners in the contour lines, keeps growing with the distance from the initial surface. Because of this behavior of the arc radius, the error of the distance approximation grows infinitely with the distance, which is unacceptable for distance-based modeling and application algorithms.
We prevent the radius of the circular arc from growing infinitely by introducing a fixed threshold R. A new bounding band can be introduced by two parallel straight lines that enclose the arcs with the fixed radius (see zone II in Fig. 2 ). These band lines are defined by a shift of the line y = x in the positive and negative x directions by a distance R: y = x − R and y = x + R. They provide a fixed upper limit of the distance function error at any given point.
As such distance approximations with limited errors are acceptable for distance based modeling, the resulting defining functions of shapes are called by the term signed approximate real distance functions (SARDF). The union will be called SARDF union and the intersection, SARDF intersection. For more details on the construction steps of all SARDF operations, as well as some of their properties and implementation details, the reader can refer to [26] .
While these operations were first derived for the case of two half-planes, they are valid for any shapes. Fig. 3 corresponds, for example, to the contour map of the SARDF union of two disks. The expression of the union between two objects defined by the distance functions f 1 and f 2 is given below as an illustration; it is described by the SARDF union function (∨ S ) as follows:
Case 1: f 1 > 0 and f 2 > 0 In the current paragraph, E 1 is used for the following Boolean expression: E 1 = (f 1 < R or f 2 < R or (f 1 < 2 R and f 2 < 
R and (f
Case 2: f 1 ≤ 0 and f 2 ≥ 0
Case 3: f 1 < 0 and f 2 < 0 We denote by E 2 the following Boolean expression:
Case 4:
The expression of the intersection of two objects defined by distance functions is quite similar and can be found in [26] . The set-theoretic difference between two objects defined by distance functions can be represented as the intersection:
Blending operations
It is possible to obtain blending operations with added or subtracted material through small modifications of the SARDF union and intersection operations. The idea consists in using a constant circular arc approximation everywhere to replace every sharp corner in the contour lines of min/max; even the sharp corner at the origin is replaced now by a circular arc. In contrary to the SARDF union and intersection, there are no regions with a growing circular arc approximation (see Zone I,b Fig. 2 for the case of the SARDF union).
These two symmetric blending operations are entirely controlled by a single parameter R, corresponding to the radius of the circular approximation. This parameter defines the shift to be applied to the line y = x in the x and − x directions, in order to define a bounding band that will enclose the circular arc approximation.
We propose to illustrate the described blending operations here using an example from section 5.1, and more specifically one of its parts where blending union and blend on blend are used. The area of interest of this shape is shown in Fig. 4 (a) . This part is mainly composed of a horizontal block, a cone and some parts of a torus. Two blending union operations are applied in order to blend these three parts. In Fig. 4(b) and (c), we separate each blending function, i.e., respectively a blending union between the cone and the block and a blending union between the cone and the torus. In Fig. 4(d) , the resulting object is shown where a blending union is applied between the two blended parts (blend on blend).
Applet for distance based shape modeling
HyperFun was introduced in [11] as a high-level geometric modeling language fully supporting FRep modeling, and we found it an appropriate basis for an implementation of the herein proposed approach to distance based modeling. Primitives and operations for distance based modeling are implemented within the HyperFun applet described in [10] . At first, we sum up the main points of the applet's components. Then, we explain how the system is modified for distance based shape modeling.
HyperFun applet components
The applet system (available at http://cis.k.hosei.ac.jp /~F-rep/SARDF/sardf_applet.html) is mainly based on three components: a HyperFun to Java bytecode compiler, a polygonizer, and the applet providing the user interface. We briefly characterize the role of each component below.
HyperFun to Java bytecode compiler
The core of the modeling system is an HyperFun to Java bytecode compiler, its architecture is more largely described by R. Cartwright in his PhD dissertation [27] , see also [11] and [10] . HyperFun code is translated to calls to the ByteCode Engineering Library (BCEL) 1 API, resulting in generation of executable Java bytecode. In conjunction with the just-in-time compiler for Java bytecode, it allows for the fast evaluation of defining functions for shape models. The evaluation is needed when rendering the model by raytracing, polygonization, or other methods for rendering FRep objects.
Polygonizer in Java
Polygonization is the process that generates a polygonal approximation of an implicit surface (isosurface). The polygonization used in the applet is based on the algorithm described in [28] . This algorithm falls within a class called exhaustive enumeration as identified by [1] . There are two phases in the algorithm: spatial partitioning and cell polygonization. During spatial partitioning, the rectangular bounding box containing the object is divided into regular cubic cells. The polygonization of cubic cells has topological ambiguities on faces with four edge-surface intersection points. The algorithm in [28] and the one used here resolve the ambiguity by applying a trilinear interpolation in the cell, and a bilinear interpolation on the cell faces. The speed of the algorithm is improved here by using a look-up table similar to the one of the Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm [29] . The look-up table is generated using the algorithm of [28] and is used to resolve the topological ambiguities.
Applet interface
The interface of the applet shown Fig. 5 has four main parts: top left is the rendering window, bottom left is the error message text area, top right is the text area used to input the HyperFun model, and bottom right controls different options.
A model in HyperFun language is input in the dedicated area; pushing the "Polygonize" button compiles the HyperFun code to Java bytecode and calls the polygonizer to generate a polygonal mesh approximation of the object surface. Accuracy of the approximation is controlled by the number of subdivision steps of the bounding box along each axis and can be modified in the menu controls (bottom right). The definition of the bounding box may also be modified in the menus.
The rendering of the polygons is done in the rendering window using the Java3D API. The polygonal mesh can also be exported to a VRML file, to STL format for rapid prototyping, or to a mesh using the PovRay syntax for raytracing.
Extension for distance-based modeling
In order to support modeling with objects defined by Euclidean distance functions, the core and library of the compiler are modified. At first, the core compiler is modified to allow the use of the SARDF operations (union, intersection, and difference) instead of the min/max or R-functions. SARDF operations as described in 3.2 are implemeted. A menu is added to the applet to select the class of operations, i.e., SARDF for distance-based modeling, traditional R-functions, or min/max, and to select the radius threshold R for the SARDF operations, which controls the upper error bound in the distance approximation. Then, the library is rewritten using primitives with distance functions listed in 3.1 and the blending union and intersection described in 3.3.
The possibility to export the mesh for the PovRay raytracer 2 is added to the export menu in order to do photo-realistic rendering. Examples of distance based models rendered with PovRay are shown in the following section 5.
Examples of distance-based modeling with the applet
After modeling objects using the extended Hyperfun applet, one can export the resulting object either directly as a Hyperfun text file, as an STL file for rapid prototyping, or as a polygonal mesh for further rendering. We propose herein to illustrate this feature with two examples, one related to artistic modeling and rendering, and another to mechanical Computer-Aided Design.
"CyberVase"
Figure 6: Polygonal model of a complex artistic vase modeled using the Java HyperFun applet and distance functions and rendered within the applet.
The first example related to artistic modeling is a vase model. Figure 6 shows the polygonal model of the object, modeled and rendered using the HyperFun applet. This object is modeled using the following primitives: ellipsoids, tori, cones and blocks. For the operations, SARDF unions, SARDF intersections, and SARDF blending are used. As one can see, complex objects can be modeled through the applet interface. Although this object could be rendered directly as a legal isosurface object in the raytracing engine PovRay (with adequate library extension), we choose to export this object as a polygonal mesh in order to obtain a photo-realistic rendering of this object. Let us emphasize here the importance of using implicit objects for web-based modeling and as a format for exchange of shapes. The HyperFun file size is less than 5Kb, whereas the polygonal export produces a file larger than 10 Mb (compressed). This large size for the polygonal model is due to, among other factors, the smooth blend of the vase shape that requires a large amount of triangles to approximate properly the original shape. Figure 7 shows the vase rendered with PovRay using transparent material. The vase example illustrates that non-trivial objects can be modeled and that high-quality, photo-realistic rendering can be done on the resulting objects. Figure 7 : High quality photo-realistic rendering of the vase modeled using the distance-based HyperFun applet, and rendered using the PovRay raytracer.
CAD object
The second example presented in this section is related to Computer-Aided Design. In this example, a CAD mechanical part is modeled using the HyperFun applet. The constructive approach and the distance based modeling allow one to meet the requirements imposed on this shape, i.e., locations of the holes, thickness of the blocks at the end of each branch, and others. The most intriguing result of the distance based modeling approach is the distance field of the object, illustrated in Fig. 9 . Each primitive of this object is defined by Euclidean distance, and the set-theoretic operations are defined using SARDF operations. Therefore, the distance field of the object gives an accurate approximation to the exact Euclidean distance function and can be used in further applications such as heterogeneous object modeling [30] , [9] . 
Conclusion
Signed Euclidean distance functions describe shapes in a concise way and have many properties that make them highly suitable for shape modeling and its applications. Deriving analytical expressions or implementation of procedures for the Euclidean distance evaluation can be done for some primitives, but it is difficult or even impossible for more complex shapes. We resolved the issue by introducing new definitions for set-theoretic operations, called SARDF (for Signed Approximation Real Distance Functions), which can be used for building shapes defined by distance functions in a constructive way with a bounded controllable error. The resulting distance functions for complex shapes are C 1 continuous (with the exception of some points), which is an important condition for further modeling operations. We introduced also new expressions for symmetric blending operations, which can be easily derived from SARDF operations.
The proposed approach has been implemented in an interactive modeling system in the form of a Java applet. The modeling system consists of a subset of the HyperFun language for constructive shape modeling with real Euclidean distance functions. HyperFun language with SARDF operations can serve as a basis of a lightweight protocol for exchanging distancebased shape models over networks. We illustrated through examples from CAD and computer art the key points of the approach: concise way to describe even very complex shapes, bounded approximation of the resulting Euclidean distance function, blending operations. Extending the modeling system to the case of distance-based heterogeneous multi-material objects is the next logical step in the proposed direction.
